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As the end of the year approaches we turn our focus to our love for others and the special
gifts we can give them to show our appreciation. This helpful Holiday Beauty Gift Guide will
make choosing the perfect present for her simple
and easy.
The latest advances in beauty skincare is the use of heated masks and serums, so this Holiday
we give you the perfect beauty product that she will adore the ViperLift Collection, which
includes the Venofye Viperlift Bio Mask and Bio Serum. The exclusive ViperLift Bio Mask
combines an advanced anti-aging formula with a unique heat sensation when massaged onto
skin. Once applied and massaged onto skin, this heat sensation will assist in reducing the
appearance of wrinkles and expression lines. Help your skin achieve a revitalized and
luminous look with the ViperLift Bio Mask. Pair it with the Bio Serum for the ultimate beauty
results. The breakthrough ViperLift Bio Serum has a unique formula designed to assist in
lessening the appearance of wrinkles and fine lines. Infused with rich ingredients to help
achieve a smooth relaxed complexion, this powerful serum will leave you with a soft and
radiant look.

Beauty is only skin deep and starts from within, this includes our spiritual beauty as well as
our health. We love these anti-oxidant daily shooters that will give her that added boost of
much needed vitamins that she will love. Of course, you can also get her the entire Replere
skincare collection as well.
Replere antioxidant formulas are clinically proven to stop aging and restore the skin’s natural

radiance, and features Coffee Arabica, an ingredient that repairs cell damage and neutralizes
the free radicals that cause aging, as well as pine bark, goji and acai berries, grapeseed,
pomegranate, green tea, and vitamins A, C, and E. In fact, REPLERE formulas contain over
70% antioxidants. Replere is all natural, paraben free, dye free, fragrance free, and gluten free
—and is recommended for every skin type.
Now she’s gonna need some kissable lips so you’ll want to get her the Love, Lust, & Lace lip
collection. The collection
features enticing limited-edition, blockbuster sets/palettes and exclusive colors, inspired by
the brand’s best-selling products. Adorned in sultry cobalt blue and silver lace packaging,
these beautiful offerings will have her falling head over heels! Each gloss and lipstick is silky
smooth and has a sweet scent that she won’t be able to get enough of.
Pair this gift with an eye palette from ELF Cosmetics that she can use day or night to achieve
any beauty look she likes, whether it’s a casual day look or a vamped up sexy cat eye. She will
love the eye shadow palettes with an assortment of colors for her to choose from.
Then as a final must have Holiday Gift for her, she will be on Cloud 9 if you give her any of the
products found in the Celestial Black Diamond Collection from 111 Skin. We highly recommend
the potent Retinol Oil by 111 Skin. This highly concentrated nighttime beauty treatment
contains maximum strength 1% pure retinol, formulated to rapidly resurface uneven skin
texture by diminishing the appearance of age spots, fine lines and wrinkles. All women love
beauty products, whether it’s for maintenance, prevention or reversal of the signs of aging.
Now this next beauty gift idea may not be for the Holiday season in December but it is
perfect for all summer seasons, so surprise her with a one of a kind Tillow, a beach towel with
built in pillow that she will love. This unique towel offers secret compartments to hold all your
valuables including your smart phones. The Tillow is the most convenient and comfortable
solution to your beach-related concerns and desires. A true day of leisure is one without
worry and the Tillow has got you covered with an assortment of fun and fashionable designs
to choose from.
So take your pick, this Beauty Holiday Gift Guide gives you the right ideas to make her happy
this holiday season or any other season too!
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